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Tin, gold, and other minerals are tound in considerable quantities in various parts o.f Queensland, and the mining of these .is
an important industry, in spite of difficulties in obtaining sufficient labour .
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One of the historic spots visited by every
traveller is the Plains of Abraham, where a
monument commemorates the heroic W olfe,
who fell ii1 the hour of victory. There is to
be seen in the Governor's Garden a common
monument to both Wolfe and the French
commander Montcalm, who received his deathwound within a few minutes of his rival.
British genius for government is nowhere
better revealed than in the liberty which has
been allowed to the French people of this ancient
city and the province, by which they retain
their language, religion, and customs, remaining
as a bit of old France in the heart of British
Canada. Population, about 95,000.
QUEENSLAND, AusTRALIA. The entire northeastern portion of Australia, 670,500 square
miles, is included in this state. The population
is extremely scanty, about 757,000, or slightly
more than one person for every square mile.
About 93 per cent. of the area is still the
property of the Crown, though part of it is
leased for graz~ng. Only about one acre out
of 400 is under cultivation. Maize, wheat, and
sugar-cane are the most important crops.
Gold, tin, coal, and other minerals are mined,
and considerable quantities of timber are cut
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from the jmmense forests which cover much of
the state ; but lack of labour has prevented the
adequate development of these abundant resources. Eucalyptus, cedar and pine are the
trees that supply the greater part of the cut
wood, but other varieties are also obtained
for the manufacture of furniture.
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Mainly Within the Tropics

More than half of Queensland lies ·w ithin the
tropics. The winter, which is practically rainless, is about as warm as an English summer.
The summer, when the heavy rains occur, is
considerably warmer, but extremes of temperature are practically unknown. Most of the
northern coast-land is tropical forest, with
luxuriant palms, tree ferns, bamboo,. and screw•
pme.
Pineapples, bananas, and many other tropical
fruits are raised. Farther inland, where rainfall
is scanty, are the grassy lands with their famous
sheep-walks and cattle-runs. More than a third
of the cattle in Australia are in Queensland,
and the dairying industry is rapidly growing.
Manufactures are still of comparatively little
importance, but metal founding, tanning,
sugar and floun milling, and distilling engage
a certain am.ount of attention.
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